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HIGHLIGHTS

ENTORN VICH IS A TOP-RATED EVENT THIS
YEAR

The tokens are on pre-sale by “Tony Sport” and by “Zeche da bon” and, during
the festival, by the several cash desks.

The beloved event that turns the town-centre in a banquet hall, with
typical food tastings, good music and entertainment for adults and
children, is going to be a big buzz, this year more than usually. How?
Thanks to the new way of buying the food tastings: differently from the
past, you just have to buy a € 2 token for each tasting. To pass from one
stand to another, so, becomes even more greedy, releasing your tastes
and hunger. And if you find a favourite dish, you can also by more
portions (if available). Everything else honours the tradition of this
event that will be repeated on 26th July and also on 16th and 23rd
August, even in a new version “for youths”, pandering to our youngest
guests.

Today in the valley
VOICES AND TALES FROM THE TOURISM IN FASSA

Itineraries
FROM GARDECCIA TO CAMPITELLO

TOWN COUNCIL MEETING ROOM - POZZA AT 9.00 P.M

Take the shuttle bus from Pera to Gardeccia, and take the mule
track no. 546 till Refuges Preuss and Vajolet. Ascend on the steep
path no.584 that brings to Passo Principe Refuge at 2.600 m (1 h; 2
hrs.). Continue on the right and zigzag up to Antermoia Pass at
2.770 m (0.30 h; 2.30 hrs). Descend the slope skirting the lake to
Antermoia Refuge at 2.497 m (0.45 h; 3.15 hrs). Keep going on path
no.580 towards Dona Pass and descend leftwards in Dona Valley.
Take path no.578 till Ciarejoles Pass (2.282 m). The path leads to
the grazing at Ciamp de Grévena and to the stream Ruf de Duron.
Beyond the bridge, take path no. 532 to Micheluzzi Refuge at
1.850 m (1,45 h; 5 hrs.). From that point you can reach
Campitello(0,45 h; 5,45 hrs.).

The researcher Olimpia Rasom presents, through films and contents,
an interesting excursus about women in the local history of tourism.

MARMOLADA AT WAR
PIAZ MARCONI SQUARE - CANAZEI AT 9.00 P.M

Pictures and analysis, by Gabriele Valentini, on the First World War
on the Queen of the Dolomites.

EL SALVANEL ON STAGE
EVENTS PAVILION - CAMPITELLO AT 9.00 P.M.

The group coming from the near Fiemme presents nice ancient folk
dances.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
6TH JULY AT 8.30 A.M. – VIGO

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN DAIRIES
ALL TOGETHER ON THE GRAZING OF VAEL (EXCURSION AGAINST
PAYMENT).
6TH JULY AT 8.30 A.M. – CAMPITELLO

SOT SASLENCH SINGLE TRAIL

WITH THE MTB AROUND THE SASSOLUNGO WITH MTB GUIDE.
BOOKING: SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
The volunteer fire-fighters department of the Province of Trento
counts 223 teams in 13 districts, with more than 5000 members,
continuing an ancient tradition of solidarity of people living in the
mountains. The sections of Soraga, Vigo, Pozza, Mazzin,
Campitello, and Canazei are part of the District of Fassa. To
become a fire-fighter you have to overcome a medical
examination and aptitude tests; fire-fighters have been trained
adequately and offer voluntarily their time and their skills. Each
team is headed by a commander and a deputy commander.

6TH JULY AT 10.00 A.M. - CANAZEI

IN SUMMER ON THE SKIS

A LESSON WITH INSTRUCTOR TO SKI ON THE GRASS. BOOKING:
SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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